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Date stamp 06

(ignore number 1-12)

Black Diamond Equipment, Ltd. and Fritschi AG Swiss Bindings recommend replacement of the support
Black Diamond announces a notification of a plastic materials problem that has been
(red plastic component) of the 2006 model Diamir Axion-82 and 82(Long) Alpine Touring Crampons. Conidentified in the cuff of the new Men's and Women's T2X telemark ski boot. These
versions of the support will be made at no charge as a courtesy of Black Diamond and Fritschi AG Swiss
models were sold by Black Diamond Equipment, Ltd. from September 1, 2005 through
Bindings. The
updated support contains design and composition changes that increase the reliability and
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Phone: (801) 278-5533
8:00-5:00 p.m. M.D.T.
Fax: (801) 278-5544
E-mail: ski@bdel.com
For non-U.S. inquires, please contact your respective distributor.

